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This tape was prepared in 1967 by a group of residents of Warren Connecticut and are of their 

recollections of the industries of Warren. The voices of the following persons recorded are on this tape.   

Edna K. Cashion, Discussion Leader 

Elinor Andregg Hereth, Town Clerk, and her husband Edward Hereth. 

Marge Tanner Regner, Former Town Clerk 

Eva Morrow Tanner. Old time resident. 

Herbert Curtiss Sr. Old time resident. 

EKC:  We are going to talk a little bit about industries in Warren, now, how shall we start? Shall we start 

with stone quarries? Ed Hereth, do you have something you’d like to say about this? 

EH: Yes, I think from a historical viewpoint I think that the stone quarries are important because it is one 

of the early industries and mostly every house in town has some evidence of the quarry. 

EKC: Well, Eva, would you like to say something? I know there is a stone quarry down here on Melius Rd, 

there one over near where you used to live? 

EMT: On Town Hill Rd there is a quarry there. It was that time that they were getting the stones out for 

the church and a good many of the homes here in town.  They used to draw the stones there with oxen, 

and they got them from William Wick’s place, and it’s now owned by [_______] 

EKC:  Well, how did they get the stone out? Herb Curtiss, could you tell us about that? 

HC:  They would drill a row of holes, on this rock, or quarry, is laminated, and they drilled a row of holes 

very close together, maybe not over a foot. And then they had these tapered pieces of iron they put in 

the hole, with a wedge, and they drove these, period, on after another, in them in the holes, and they 

drove these, one hole after another until they could crack this rock any size piece they wanted. 

EKC: What would they crack it with? A hammer? 

HC:  A sledgehammer.  They’d pound these wedges in and hit it with a sledgehammer and they could get 

any certain piece they wanted.  You know because it was in layers, and they could get certain 

thicknesses. 

EKC: What we’re talking about is probably all the same stone quarry, coming from Town Hill Rd, across, 

and then north, I know that it’s down by Greystones, and it come up along, Melius Rd it goes up as far as 

Grant’s, I know this positively. Now it comes out, apparently in certain places. One of the places is on 

Melius Rd, and I know there's been a lot of stone taken from there.  The Mayflower Inn, in Washington, 



since we have lived here, has bought quite a lot of stone.  And also, the stone on our back porch was 

made from our own stone quarry. 

HC:  Particularly the house that Mr. Gray lives in now, first known to me of my first knowledge as the 

Comstock place, perhaps someone here knows it back further than that.  I’m sure that this rock came 

from this quarry and that it’s in this house, and all the foundations of everything that’s around us and 

our church.  And in sight of us, on 341 we had a wall that was riprapped, and I’m sure that that stone 

came from there or Mr. Wick’s place in day’s past. 

 

EKC: Ed Hereth? 

EH: I think on the north side of the church today there is still some of that wall, that granite, isn’t there? 

HC:  Yes. 

EH: I remember Jim Reed who was a stone mason and who repaired or built quite a few of the fireplaces 

and chimneys in town he got a lot of small stone out of that quarry. 

HC:  Many a landmark that he’d put up around town came from that quarry.  It’s still standing. I think 

there’s one up at Mr.  Brooks place, up on, known as the old [_____] Place, in olden days it came from 

there. 

EKC:  The stone quarry at present is very beautiful to see.  I think that most of the stone that can be 

taken out by the means of putting these things in that Herb Curtiss told us about can no longer be taken 

out that way the stone it would now have to be blasted or something like that to get it out.  But it’s been 

left in layers, and it’s like a big amphitheater. You have this great round circle, and around the sides 

where they’ve taken the stone, you have these layers that are just like seats in an old Roman 

amphitheater, it really is beautiful to go and see.  But there must have been other things other than 

stone quarry what is... 

??: There was another quarry you missed; it was on 7 springs farm it’s off what we call Windy Ridge Rd. 

now. And all of the fill for the new road, they set up a stone crusher there and they used that, and they 

built the walls that go down Cornwall Bridge hill, on right of 45.  All the stone came from the quarry on 

the Perkins Farm 

EKC: Marge Regner? 

MTR:  You didn’t mention the other quarry over on Hardscrabble, the Grannis Quarry, I think Herb 

Curtiss perhaps... 

HC: All I could tell you about that was what I’ve heard and learned is town record, that this quarry was 

there and has been laying there idle for many years and was known as the Grannis Quarry and nobody 

seemed to know who owned it, and it was disposed of quite a few years ago for the taxes that had 

accumulated on it. Wasn’t a granite quarry it was more like isinglass or something like that if that’s the 

right word for it, what they took out of there.  And then there was another mine was the Silica Mine if 

that comes in the right place. 

EKC: Herb Curtiss, did you want to say something about the Silica Mine? 



HC: We had a Silica Mine on what was known as the “Breakneck Rd”.  I believe it was known as, it was 

on the property owned by one of the Morrows, and it was last operated by Oscar Swanson of New 

Preston.  They used to draw it down the hill with horses to the end of the road where Mr. [_____] lived. 

And there they’d pile it up and from there, truck it.  They used it to make paint I believe. 

EKC: This would be a white paint? 

HC: Yes, a white paint. 

EKC: Ed Hereth? 

EH: Do you have any idea when that would be in operation? 

HC: Well to my recollection it was around to the last of the teens to the early 20s. 

EH: And is there any evidence of it there today? 

HC: Yes, there is evidence of it today, from whoever was taking out the small pieces, from blasting on 

the banks that were piled up. 

EKC: Can we go on to something else? Ed Hereth? 

EH: Yes, I’d like to go on to a cheese factory in town, which was quite a thing in its day, it was across 

from the Catherine Bolte house. A wooden building. 

EKC: Eva Tanner, can you say something about this? 

EMT: I don’t know what to say, we used to go up there and go through the old cheese factory when I 

went to school, and then we used to go up there to steal apples across from the cheese factory.  At that 

time, we work little apron to school, so we girls used to go up and fill our aprons with apples and take 

them back up to school and have a feast.   

EKC: Well, the Cheese Factory was not in operation then, so.... 

EMT: No, it was not in operation. 

EKC: Ed Hereth? 

EH: I think the last time it was in operation was in 1874, wasn’t a relative of yours living there? 

EMT:  I think she lived across the road. She called it The Cheese Factory Place. But I don’t think this was 

in operation then. 

EKC: And this is down by where the Bolte’s live now. 

EMT: Yes, Herman Bolte 

EH: Is that the same building? 

MTR: No, this is a new house.  I think possibly at some other time, Mr. Swift could add something to this 

cheese factory story and I’m sure Jim Perkins could tell more about the operation of the cheese factory.  

Mr. Swift was remarking last night that he remembered an argument at the cheese factory where a 

couple of wagons got broken up before they got through arguing there. 



EKC: What kind of cheese did they make? Just regular old American cheese? 

MTR: Probably just country cheddar I would imagine. 

EKC: What did they do with it? Did they sell it or just keep it around here? 

HC:  Everybody took they’re milk there and had it processed. 

EKC: Oh, and then they got the cheese in return. 

HC: Yes.  

EKC: Ed Hereth? 

EH: Well, if there is nothing more about the cheese factory, I’d like to go on to the iron works. There was 

an ironworks in town that was called Petersville Ironworks. In 1788 in was known as Marsh Forge or 

Marsh’s Ironworks.  There was a stone house by the dam, which was the iron master’s house, that’s the 

dam where the reservoir is.  

EKC: Yes, the Waterbury Reservoir. 

EH: There’s quite a bit of it in this Church History, page 70 perhaps if Elinor could read it? 

EAH: This paragraph “A letter written more that 20 years ago by Mrs. Mary Peters Mowry, then aged 

ninety, contains some interesting reminiscences of this period. Her father was the proprietor of the 

Peter’s iron works in Woodville, which had been established about 1790 and which continued until 

about 1860 to be an important industry in the region. Ore was cared from the Salisbury mines to be 

smelted and converted to bars of pig iron. These bars were then melted in the puddling furnace and 

worked into molten balls, which deftly removed by the puddler and swung upon the anvil, where they 

were beaten into bars of pure iron. In the blacksmith shop, where the bars finally arrived, they were 

made into hand-wrought nails, locks, crowbars, axels for wheels and other objects for which there was a 

steady demand.” 

EKC: Where did you say was this was? 

EAH: Woodville, what we now call Valley Rd. 

HC: That stone house is still standing. 

EKC: Is that in Warren? 

HC: No. 

MTR: Elinor Hereth, I believe you said something about the Masons in Warren starting there. 

EAH: I remember reading in the paper a few years ago when we had some Mason dinner here, that the 

Masons originally started in this area. They started there with the iron workers and when the iron 

furnace disbanded, and the iron workers migrated to Kent to work the furnaces there, and the Masons 

chapter went with them. 

EKC: Ed Hereth is there anything else with that? 



EH: In with that I think we should mention, all about us in the woods, there are charcoal pits, and lot of 

this charcoal was made for these ironworks. And once the iron work disbanded, the charcoal workers all 

disbanded. 

MTR: Very good evidence of a charcoal pit that can still be seen at this time, now owned by the Keith 

family.  Directly west of George Keith Jr.’s house......  [directions left un-transcribed to protect private 

property] It’s very definitely a ring of earth there, which was made when they uncovered the charcoal 

pit after it had burned out.  They had to rake away the sod and the ashes and it made a round circle of 

earth there, and you could see there was an old natural chimney in the rocks there that had been set up 

farther with more stone that must have been used by the charcoal burner perhaps he even lived there 

while his pit was burning, and it allowed him to cook and have heat there, that these two could be seen 

there on this piece of property. 

EKC: Ed Hereth? 

EH: I think another thing, and this was back in the old days, in the 1850s and 1860s, all of the woods 

around here would be denuded by the charcoal workers, they chopped down everything. And that why 

all the wood around here is second growth. A lot of it was transported into Cornwall.  They couldn’t 

transfer it too far though, because charcoal is brittle. 

EKC: Elinor Hereth? 

EAH: In those days, I believe it was the Cornwall Iron Company, and they bought up a lot of land, either 

bought or lease large tracts of land all throughout the town. 

EKC: Herb Curtiss? 

HC:  Many of the charcoal pits in the town, that you run into out there in the woods, you can always tell, 

because ninety nine percent of them had poplar trees growing on them. 

EKC: There must have been quite a few more people living here then.  What dates are we talking about 

here, when were these mines and things in operation here? 

EAH:  Usually the early 1800s up into the 1860, 1870. 

EH: I don’t know how many people were here, but most of that industry, the iron and everything was 

knocked out when the Bessmer Process was brought in from England. 

EKC: I don’t understand you, the what process? 

EH: Bessmer, it was a process whereas they could use hard coal, and before this they could never use 

hard coal in the manufacture of iron, because its heat was so great, and you needed a continuous blast 

of air through it to keep it going, and the Bessemer process perfected this, and therefore the cost of 

charcoal became so great, the transportation, that the iron industry moved more to Pennsylvania where 

there was a great abundance of the supply of hard coal, and that’s why most of your steel and iron is out 

in Pennsylvania today.  And that killed the industry, that was about in 1888 and all of these furnaces 

around here and forges were abandoned, because of the cost. 

EKC: Let’s go on, what else do we have in Industry. 



EH: In Industry, I think the next thing we should take up are mills. We had four types of mills. We had 

cider mills, clover mills, grist mills and sawmills.  And a lot of these mills did all four operations. Some 

just did one operation by themselves. I think the first thing we should take is cider mills. And Marge, you 

had something about this on Bernard Tanner’s property?  

EKC: Marge Regner? 

MTR:  There was an old cider mill right directly back of Bernard Tanner’s house. Of course, the road 

there went from behind his house, over across the lots there, an came out on Angevine Rd.  That was 

the original road there.  And there was a cider mill meadow, back of Bernard’s and there was an old 

foundation wall back in 1920 or there abouts, for a good many years you could see the old foundation 

wall to the cider mill. There were plenty of other cider mills around in town, I’m sure.  The latest one 

perhaps was a combination of sawmill and cider mill down on the lower road, a combination of Rte. 341 

and 45 that belonged to Jack Andregg.  Elinor, you could tell about that. 

EAH: That was in operation..., it was built in about 1850, and my grandfather bought it in 1899 and kept 

it in operation until about, well, I know it was still making cider in 1908 because I heard my mother tell 

when my father was courting her, while she’d entertain him in the parlor her brother would go down 

and steal cider and bring it up and treat my father with it, so I know it was in operation then.  When I 

was a little girl, it was dismantled, and Jim Reed took the cider mill and put it up by his place and ran it 

with a treadmill. It still had a foundation on it. 

EKC: Ed Hereth? 

EH: Mostly every farmer had a little cider press of his own, but outside of big cider mills, I think those 

were the only two we have any record of. But the next thing I’d like to go into is the clover mills. And the 

clover mills got their name by getting the clover seed for the clover grasses, I suppose. 

EAH: It was clover blossoms 

EH: There was a clover mill down in Clovernook, Marge do you know anything about this? 

MTR: Clovernook was the name for the Martin Strong place, later Minor Strong place, across the brook 

on Rte. 45 going to New Preston.  This was one of the best-known clover mills, and also a sawmill down 

there, I don’t know how late that was operated.  there was also a clover mill according to the map, on 

the brook down by Mossman’s place on Rte. 341.  We can’t seem to find out anything about it, except 

that it does appear on the map, listed as a clover mill down there.  There were other mills around, there 

was a grist mill on Gritman’s Pond, where the 4-H camp now is, and also one down on the Steeger 

property.  I believe there too, there was a blacksmith’s shop in conjunction with that one.  How about 

that Herb, wasn't there a blacksmith’s shop there too? 

HC: It seems to me I recollect it carrying on Marge. 

MTR: There were other blacksmith shops around town, Elinor, I think you know where they were. 

EAH: There was one on our property, it stood in front of the mill we were talking about before. Across 

the brook from the mill, that was run by Willard D Bly I think, and then there was one, just about that, at 

one time, directly across from where our pond is. That was run by Peter Smith. There was also one 



where, what is now the LaMaster place, up on the rocks there, and that was run by a Henry Katan, that 

was run in later years, up until 1918 or so I think it was still being run. 

HC: We also had more on the Strong place, didn’t we Marge? The grist mill. 

EKC: Marge Regner? 

MTR: On the Martin Strong place?  

HC: Yes. 

MTR: Well, the flume is still visible down at the digger place, where the water went down through there 

for the mill, I think that’s perhaps that’s the one that’s best known.  Mr. O. B. Swift said last night that he 

could remember when the flume and the water wheel up by the Eel dam were still in operation.  That 

was the one up by Harris, he could remember as a boy, crawling up through there and expecting to 

meet a snake coming down. But, like Herb Curtiss, he tried it too. 

EAH: That flume there is built into our house now, the wood fence was built of cypress, and most of the 

studs, I guess you could call them studs, the framework of the house, was made of that flume. 

EKC: For Heaven’s sakes!  Ed Hereth? 

EH: Yes, that was because, and that was when we were speaking of rationing boards, before the house 

was built, it originally it was a garage, and when my father-in-law wanted to build a house, he couldn’t 

get the proper equipment or anything because everything was rationed. But he could add on to an 

existing structure. So, he took his garage and built his house around it. He used all that lumber from the 

flume as two by four studding. 

EKC: Ed Hereth was speaking of the Andregg place, what was your father’s first name Elinor? 

EAH: John. 

EKC: John Andregg 

HC Back to that mill that was at the Old Seeger Place/Steeger Place, I believe in the cellar, I was chanced 

to be there two to three years ago, some of the old wheel is still down there, and half of the grist stones 

[in the floor] are still intact, they are still right there on the floor where they were originally put. And 

some of the mill, or the big wheel is still down there, down in the cellar. 

EH: There was another grist mill, below the iron works.  I don’t know too much about that, and there 

was another one beyond Tranquil house which was owned by Starr, Peter Starr, he was in business with 

somebody else.  Elinor, do you know anything about this? 

EAH:  I think it was Benjamin Tallmadge and Peter Starr who owned this mill together.  This was in the 

1700s. 

 

 

 



  

That is the End of This Recording 

This was prepared and edited by R J Cashion 

Warren Connecticut. 

 

 

 

The following is a glossary and fact checks used in the discussion above. 

Isinglass:  Another term for Mica, a mineral that can be split into thin plates, used in making drywalls 

and paints. 

Rip Rap Rock Walls: A loosely pilled wall of stones, typically to prevent erosion.  

Silica:  used as a filler in the making of paint. 

Clover Mills: used to separate the seeds from the plants of Red Clover, which is a perennial in England, 

but must be replanted in New England 

Ann Lamaster lived at what is now 5 Melius Rd. 

The Tranquil House, 14 Cornwall Rd, was a tavern owned by Platt Starr, 1761-1846, nephew of Rev. 

Peter Starr 

Rev. Peter Starr, 1744-1829, lived at 11 Cornwall Rd., and the property remained in his family until 1849.  

In 1790 Justus Sackett sells half of the grist mill located on the 25th lot of the 4th Division to Benoni 

Carter.  In 1792 he sells the remaining half to Peter Starr.  (On the Rte. 341, near Town Hill Rd.)  

The clover mill run by Martin Strong was located near 290 Lake Rd. 

The Bolte house was on Hardscrabble Rd. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


